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ABSTRACT

The members of the Communication, Promotion, and Education (CPE) project of the Standard Analyses and Code Sharing Working Group have been hard at work implementing the plan that was presented at the 2018 PhUSE CSS and US Connect events. In fact, this year will see several major pieces of the CPE plan come to fruition, but success ultimately hinges on a wider audience’s engagement with these resources. This poster will present and promote these significant educational achievements to the wider PhUSE community.

Communication

➢ Identify and evaluate new technologies to bridge gaps
➢ Investigate improving Google and PhUSE search results
➢ Keep up the good work!
➢ Scheduling and hosting meetings
➢ Updating wiki
➢ Coordinating with PhUSE office

Promotion

SLIDE DECK FACTORY
➢ Are you going to a conference???
➢ Would you like to be a presenter???
➢ CPE will make your poster or slides so that you can promote our work!!!
➢ Anyone may present about our Working Group, EVEN YOU!
➢ Email workinggroups@phuse.eu!

Education

FOCUS ON THE WHITEPAPERS
Whitepaper education is promotion for the entire working group, including each of the projects!

Online Training
➢ A series of 10 minute videos uploaded to PhUSETube
➢ Topics for Pooling Data from multiple studies out now!
➢ Online Safety Analytics Education Hub at https://education.phuse.eu

Seminars
➢ Partner with other organizations
➢ Preferably interactive
➢ 2019 DIA Session: Clinical Safety Assessment: What's a Statistician Got to Do with It?

Workshops
➢ How to interpret the plots to make drug safety decisions
➢ 2019 CSS Safety Analytics Workshop!

CODE REPOSITORY EDUCATION HUB
➢ Provide context for repository and scripts
➢ Host training material on best practices
➢ Discuss regulatory and validation concerns